ACCURIST

SPECIAL FEATURES:
- Inner foam padding is flame resistant and provides excellent protection from wind, dust and other debris.
- Durable frame features dual-injected-straightback temples for comfortable and secure fit against your head.
- Built-in rubber nosepiece.
- Anti-fog lenses provide 99.9% protection against harmful UV rays.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

Lens Thickness: 2.0mm  
Lens Base: 10.0 curve  
Lens size vertical: 35.0mm  
Bridge: 16.0mm  
PD: 64 mm  
Weight: 29 gm  
Lens Size Diagonal: 62 mm  
Temple length: 116mm

Overall Width (hinge-hinge): 136.0mm  
Closest point between lenses: 16.0mm  
Closest point between temple tips: 95.0mm

FRAME AND LENS OPTIONS:
- Frame colors: Black, Black/Red
- Lens options: Clear Anti-fog, Gray Anti-fog, Light Gray Anti-fog, Coffee Anti-fog, Silver Mirror, Blue Mirror

COMPONENT | MATERIAL | FEATURES
--- | --- | ---
Lens | Polycarbonate | Full eye protection 10.0 curve lens
Frame | Nylon | Dual lens frame w/ side protection
Side Shield | N/A | N/A
Foam | RB | Fire retardant
Temple | Polycarbonate/ Rubber | Spatula with double injection rubber
Hinge | Polycarbonate | Integral to frame/temple
Screw | Stainless Steel standard hinge screw |

MARKINGS:
- Lens: As per standard
- Frame: As per standard

PACKAGING:
- 1 pc in a polybag; 12 pcs in an inner box; 300 pcs in a carton

STANDARDS:
MEETS ANSI Z87.1 STANDARDS AND CE EN 166 CERTIFIED AND CSA Z94.3 CERTIFIED
TEST RESULTS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST